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Communication technologies are becoming increasingly diverse in form and functionality. 
A central concern is the ability to detect whether others are trustworthy. Judgments of 
trustworthiness rely, in part, on assessments of non-verbal cues, which are affected by 
media representations. In this research, we compared trust formation on three media 
representations. We presented 24 participants with advisors represented by two of the 
three alternate formats: video, avatar, or robot. Unknown to the participants, one was 
an expert, and the other was a non-expert. We observed participants’ advice-seeking 
behavior under risk as an indicator of their trust in the advisor. We found that most 
participants preferred seeking advice from the expert, but we also found a tendency for 
seeking robot or video advice. Avatar advice, in contrast, was more rarely sought. Users’ 
self-reports support these findings. These results suggest that when users make trust 
assessments, the physical presence of the robot representation might compensate for 
the lack of identity cues.
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1. inTrODUcTiOn

In various types of interactions, such as advice seeking and job interviews, individuals may attempt to 
determine whether their communication partners are trustworthy (Mayer et al., 1995). Experiencing 
the consequences of misplaced trust can undermine future willingness to interact with their com-
munication partners. However, if the interaction is mediated, trust could be affected due to the loss 
of some non-verbal cues. With the proliferation of cutting edge-mediated communication systems, 
from multiview videoconferencing units to humanlike robots [e.g., Spanlang et al. (2013)], the need 
to understand how their functionalities affect trust formation is critical (Bjørn et al., 2014).

As reviewed in the next section, many studies have shown the influence of media representations 
on trust formation [e.g., Bos et al. (2002), Nguyen (2007), and Rae et al. (2013)]. Video-mediated 
interaction can represent physical appearance, but it does a poor job of preserving some non-verbal 
cues, including eye gaze and deictic gestures that are important for trust formation (Nguyen, 2007). 
Compared to video-mediated interaction, avatars using computer-generated representations of the 
actors also provide channels for the transmission of non-verbal cues, such as gestures, postures, move-
ments, and facial expressions (Bente et al., 2008; Weise et al., 2011; Trinh et al., 2015). Additionally, 
they possess the ability to systematically filter the physical appearance and behavioral actions in the 
eyes of the conversational partners, amplifying or suppressing features and non-verbal signals in 
real-time (Hyde et al., 2015). Recently, robot-mediated interaction has emerged as a viable option. 
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FigUre 1 | Overview on the experimental hypotheses, protocol, and results.
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These systems seek to increase the richness of the  interaction and 
to improve communication channels by bringing them closer 
to face-to-face interaction (Bainbridge et  al., 2011). The main 
distinctive feature of these systems is the physical presence of 
the robot.

In this paper, we compare trust development in video-, avatar-, 
and robot-mediated interaction. In particular, we examine how 
cues of expertise presented using the different media presenta-
tions affect trust. In many everyday situations, questions of trust 
do not arise from the risk of wilful deception, but because one is 
uncertain about the other’s expertise (Riegelsberger et al., 2006). 
We have followed previous work (Riegelsberger et  al., 2006; Li 
et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2014) that has conceptualized trust in terms 
of individuals’ choice behavior in user–adviser relationships. In 
our experiment, participants were required to attempt to answer 
thirty difficult general-knowledge questions. For each question, 
participants could ask for advice from one of two advisers, which 
were presented on two different media. Unknown to the par-
ticipants, one was an expert who responded with mainly correct 
information, and the other was a non-expert who provided mainly 
incorrect information. We measured participants’ advice-seeking 
behavior as an indicator of their trust in the adviser. Results show 
that participants were able to identify expert advice, but bias 
occurred due to media representation. There was no significant 
difference in advice-seeking behavior between video and robot; 
however, the use of an avatar negatively affected trust formation 
patterns. Participants’ subjective reports further supported the 
behavioral results. See Figure 1 for an overview of the experimen-
tal hypotheses, protocol, and results. These findings demonstrate 
how trust can be altered depending on representation, and they 
motivate the future study of mediated interaction.

2. relaTeD WOrK

2.1. Trust, non-Verbal cues, and Mediated 
communication
Trust has been defined as a willingness to be vulnerable, based on 
positive expectations (Mayer et al., 1995). It is a multidimensional 
construct that includes expertise and benevolence components. 
Expert-based trust refers to a rational judgment of the partner’s 
knowledge, competence, and dependability. Benevolence-based 
trust is described as an emotional bond between individuals or 
the confidence in the other that he/she is protective with respect 

to our interests and shows genuine care and concern for our 
welfare (Mayer et al., 1995).

Non-verbal cues, including visual cues (e.g., eye contact, head 
nods) and audio cues (e.g., pitch), can play an important role in 
the perception of trustworthiness in face-to-face situations. This 
is because these cues not only give information about an indi-
vidual’s background (e.g., education, provenance) but also about 
intrinsic states, such as sincerity and confidence (Williams, 1977).

However, some non-verbal cues are lost in mediated com-
munication [e.g., Horn et al. (2002), Nguyen (2007), and Teoh 
et  al. (2010)]. Many theories have considered communication 
bandwidth and the function of non-verbal cues, such as social 
presence theory, cues-filtered-out and media richness theory, 
or social information processing theory. Despite a series of con-
ceptual controversies and empirical disaccords, these theories at 
least implicitly share the assumption that the media-dependent 
loss of non-verbal channels influence users’ perception of 
 trustworthiness (Bente et al., 2008).

2.2. communication channels
We briefly review research that specifically addresses video-, 
avatar-, and robot-mediated communications with a view to the 
characteristics of these three media representations and the influ-
ence factors for trust formation. These previous studies guided us 
when creating stimuli for our study.

2.2.1. Video
Videoconferencing is able to represent participants’ appearance 
across a distance. However, even minor physical movement of a 
user may introduce parallax between camera position and video 
display, resulting in loss of gaze awareness (Nguyen, 2007). Also, 
the 2D nature of standard video presents a compressed represen-
tation of 3D space, constraining the rich spatial cues common to 
collocated interaction, such as depth, resolution, and field of view 
(Steptoe et al., 2010).

Horn et  al. (2002) found a non-linear relationship between 
video quality and lie detection performance. A slight distortion 
of the video signal impaired detection performance; however, 
the performance improved when the video was severely spatially 
degraded. Huang et al. (2002) found that when a videoconferenc-
ing system makes a person look artificially taller, and that person 
has more social impact than when the camera makes him or her 
look artificially shorter. Bekkering and Shim (2006) investigated 
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TaBle 1 | a review of features across media.

Media Video avatar robot

Physical embodiment Low Low High

Physical contact Low Low High

Motion fluency High Medium Medium

Masked identity Low High High

2D vs. 3D Low Medium High
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the effect of eye contact in video-mediated communication on 
trust. Results revealed that videos that did not support eye contact 
resulted in lower perceived trust scores, compared to videos that 
enabled eye contact. Voice-mail enabled just as much trust as the 
video that created eye contact, perhaps because lack of eye con-
tact cannot be perceived in audio-only communication. Nguyen 
(2007) showed that in group conferencing situations, the spatial 
arrangement of the conferencing environment affected trust in 
videoconferencing. They reported that gaze support and aware-
ness were the main influencing factors on trust (Nguyen, 2007). 
Based on findings from this previous works, we created life-sized 
high-resolution video clips for our video stimuli.

2.2.2. Avatar
Avatars, artificial computer-animated representations of humans 
within virtual environments, are sometimes presented as sim-
ple means to enrich user experience and build trust (Yee and 
Bailenson, 2007; Bente et al., 2008; Steptoe et al., 2010; Junuzovic 
et  al., 2012). The social communicative potential of avatars is 
similar to video, providing channels for the transmission of non-
verbal cues, such as gestures, postures, movements, and facial 
expressions. However, the artificial nature of avatars and the 
non-disclosure of physical appearance and identity cues might 
run the risk of generating negative effects, such as loss of trust and 
relatedness (Bente et al., 2008).

Steptoe et al. (2010) assessed the impact of the addition of real-
istic eye motion in avatar-mediated communication. They found 
that the addition of eye movement increases participant accuracy 
in detecting truth and deception when interacting with virtual 
avatars. Hussain et  al. (2011) investigated the impact that an 
avatar’s appearance may have on the credibility of the information 
it shares with Second Life® users. They observed high correlation 
between professional appearances in avatar design with high 
credibility measures. McDonnell et al. (2012) showed that small 
differences in rendering styles can influence perceptual judg-
ments of computer graphic characters. Hyde et al. (2015) found 
that adjusting the expressiveness of interactive animated avatars 
may be a simple way to influence people’s social judgments and 
willingness to collaborate with animated avatars. The choice of an 
avatar and its animation techniques might have specific conse-
quences on its own. For example, different appearances of avatars 
might result in different impression formation and activate social 
stereotypes. This implies that variations have to be included in 
cross media comparisons, as will be the case in the current study. 
We used a commercially available female Rocketbox® avatar and 
the Faceshift® animation software to create avatar clips.

2.2.3. Robot
Robot-mediated communication takes us one step closer to 
face to-face interaction by presenting the conversation partner’s 
motions via a physical embodiment. Some previous studies [e.g., 
Sakamoto et al. (2007)] have discussed the superiority of robot 
conferencing to videoconferencing. They showed that using a tel-
eoperated robot that has a realistic human appearance enhances 
social telepresence compared with audio-only conferencing and 
videoconferencing (Sakamoto et al., 2007). However, it is difficult 
for each user to own a robot with his/her realistic appearance 

due to the high cost. Tanaka et  al. (2014) used an anonymous 
teleoperated robot that had a human-like face without a specific 
age or gender, and compared it with life-sized communication 
media that reproduced the whole body of the conversational 
partner. They conclude that robot conferencing in the absence of 
presenting the remote persons appearance does not always result 
in superior social telepresence. Additionally, Morita et al. (2007) 
showed that the eye gaze of a remote person was more recogniz-
able when reproduced by a robot than by a live video.

Bainbridge et al. (2011) explored how a robot’s physical pres-
ence affects human judgments of the robot as a social partner. 
They found that participants were more likely to fulfill a trust-
related task when the robot was physically present, than when it 
was shown on live video. Rae et al. (2013) investigated the effects 
of two features, physical embodiment and control, on commu-
nicative and collaborative outcomes. They found that physical 
embodiment and control by the local user increased the amount 
of trust built between partners. Also, physical contact is particu-
larly important in interactions that demand mutual cooperation 
and trust; it has been suggested that there can be no real trust 
without touch (Handy, 1999). Bevan and Stanton Fraser (2015) 
examined the effect of shaking hands prior to engaging in a single 
issue distributive negotiation, where one negotiator performed 
their role telepresently through a “Nao” humanoid robot. Results 
showed this increased cooperation between negotiators. Different 
from previous works (Rae et al., 2013; Bevan and Stanton Fraser, 
2015), we used a life-size humanoid robot.

By integrating the above literature, it is possible to see how 
the characteristics of communication medium (summarized in 
Table 1) can impact trust formation. In this study, we investigated 
trust formation and discussed tradeoffs for avatar, video, and 
robot representations.

2.3. Measuring Trust
As a measure of trust, many studies [e.g., Bainbridge et al. (2011)] 
have combined behavioral observations with participants’ self-
reported trust, because participants’ responses to questionnaires 
can be biased by factors outside of the intended experimental 
manipulation.

For task performance measures, a popular experimental 
paradigm currently employed by researchers has been social 
dilemma games based on the Prisoner’s Dilemma, such as the 
Daytrader game (Dawes, 1980). Social dilemma games vary in 
how difficult they are depending on the exact rules and pay off 
structure, but it generally takes some amount of time and some 
communication in order to reach the required level of trust (Bos 
et al., 2002; Nguyen, 2007; Rae et al., 2013). In these games, every 
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participant is simultaneously trustor and trustee and incentives 
are symmetrical. However, in some everyday trust situations (e.g., 
a sale, acting on advice, and lending money to someone), it is an 
asynchronous and asymmetric exchange, where the trustor and 
trustee act sequentially and under different situational incentives. 
The Trust Game [e.g., Riegelsberger et al. (2005)] is a model of 
such situations. Additionally, many researchers have investigated 
how to maintain or increase levels of trust. However, it is also cru-
cial to ensure that users are able to place trust correctly, avoiding 
overestimation of the trustworthiness of others (Riegelsberger 
et al., 2006).

In particular, Riegelsberger et al. (2006) compared photo/text, 
audio, video, and avatar communication in a quiz task with expert 
and non-expert advisors. In their scenario, participants were 
asked to participate in a quiz and financial incentives were given 
for good performance. The questions included in the quiz were 
extremely difficult, so that good performance required seeking 
advice. Participants had two advisers but could only ask one for 
each question. Thus, asking one adviser rather than the other can 
be understood as an indicator of trusting behavior. Their results 
showed that subjects sought advice from advisors significantly 
more through audio and video channels than text or avatar.

None of the above studies have systematically compared trust 
formation across avatar, video, and robot representations. In pur-
suing this question, we adapt previous studies to investigate how 
media representations affect trust. We focus on cues of expertise 
as a constituent of trustworthiness.

3. eXPeriMenT

We modeled our experiments on a user–adviser relationship 
(Riegelsberger et  al., 2006). Participants were asked to answer 
31 difficult general-knowledge questions, and they received 
chocolates depending on their performance. We gave participants 
two advisers presented on two different media representations. 
Unknown to participants, the two advisers had different levels 
of expertise. For each question, the participant could ask only 
one of the advisers for advice. Asking for advice did not cost the 
participants, and they did not need to ask advice for any question 
if they did not want to.

We measured participants’ advice-seeking behavior under risk 
as an indicator of trust in the adviser. People generally decide to 
trust others when facing situations involving risk and uncertainty. 
Uncertainty arises from the fact that the participants cannot 
directly observe the two advisers’ ability (e.g., expertise) and 
motivation (e.g., desire to deceive). They needed to infer those 
from interpersonal cues. In particular, as the questions were 
extremely difficult, it was unlikely that the participants would 
know the answer to more than one or two questions and thus 
would not immediately be able to tell expertise from the correct-
ness of the answers. When recording the non-expert clips, the 
actor exhibited less direct eye contact. When recording the expert 
clips, the actor exhibited confidence through more positive facial 
expression (e.g., smiles) and body language. In our experiment, 
different media representations influence those interpersonal 
cues. Seeking advice from one adviser in preference over the 
other could be an indication of trust in that adviser, because 

receiving poor advice carried the risk of missing out on better 
advice and therefore the participant would be less likely to get 
the correct answer.

This study was approved by University College London 
Research Ethics Committee.

4. hYPOTheses

We specifically make the following hypotheses based on previous 
findings (Kiesler et al., 2008; Bainbridge et al., 2011; Rae et al., 
2013) that physical embodiment increased the amount of trust 
built between partners.

Hypothesis 1: for the robot vs. avatar setup, we expect that the 
avatar will be less trusted compared to the robot.

Hypothesis 2: for the robot vs. video setup, we expect that the 
video will be less trusted compared to the robot.

However, previous research (Tanaka et al., 2014) also found 
that robot conferencing was comparable to videoconferencing in 
the social telepresence, since the positive effect of the physical 
embodiment offset the negative effect of lacking appearance. Thus, 
we need to explore whether this is the case for trust formation.

Hypothesis 3: for the avatar vs. video setup, we expect that the 
avatar will be less trusted compared to the video.

Due to the choice of avatars, some researchers found that 
avatar and videoconferencing were similar with respect to user 
satisfaction, trust, and social presence (Bente et al., 2008), whereas 
others suggested that the avatar representation results in a lower 
level of trust than the video representation (Riegelsberger et al., 
2006). Recently, many technologies, such as Faceshift, enable any 
user to control the facial expressions of a digital avatar in real 
time (Weise et al., 2011). The low cost and ease of setup of these 
technologies paves the way for avatar-mediated communication. 
Thus, it is interesting to re-evaluate how users trust assessments 
are affected by the use of avatar versus video representations.

5. MeThOD

5.1. Participants
Twenty-four participants (12 males), students and staff at 
University College London, were recruited to take part in our 
user study. The median age was 23.25 (SD = 3.30). None of the 
participants had interacted with the actor in the video clips, the 
robot, or the animated character before.

5.2. Materials
5.2.1. Questions
We used 31 questions and answers in total: a main body of 30 
with equal stakes and then a single final high-stakes question 
(Riegelsberger et  al., 2006). The participant was offered four 
answers to choose from them. The questions are difficult 
 general-knowledge questions, to minimize effects of par-
ticipants’ prior knowledge. Examples of questions that were 
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FigUre 2 | examples of stimuli for different media representations and expertise. (a) Video expert, (B) video non-expert, (c) avatar expert, (D) avatar 
non-expert, (e) robot expert, and (F) robot non-expert.
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included are “What subject did Bill Gates study at Harvard?” 
and “How many US Presidents have been assassinated?” Based 
on the pretest results, the mean probability for pretesters  giving 
a correct answer was 0.31 (SD  =  0.11). This value was only 
marginally above chance (0.25), indicating that very difficult 
questions had been picked.

5.2.2. Expertise
The non-expert and expert advisors were created by recording 
advice from the same female actor before and after training, 
respectively. Thus, the expert and non-expert advisors only differed 
in the ratio of correct to incorrect advice and their interpersonal 
cues of expertise. Because for each question, the observer only had 
access to one of the advisers, they were unaware that both advisers 
were, in fact, the same individual recorded at different levels of 
expertise. For the non-expert adviser, the proportion of correct 
(i.e., confident) advice was 0.36. For the expert adviser, the propor-
tion of correct (i.e., confident) advice was 0.93. Two incorrect (and 
less confident) pieces of advice from the untrained recording were 
added to the expert, in order to avoid artificial perfection.

5.2.3. Media Representations
The participant observes the prerecorded clips on different media 
representations. The participants were primed that the avatar and 
robot were representing someone, but were not autonomous and 
did not react to the user.

For the video representation (see Figures  2A,B), we used a 
Sony® NEX-3 video camera to record the actor standing in a natu-
ral environment with black background. We placed the camera 
90 cm in front of the actor and adjusted the camera to look at the 
actor’s eyes, so that both entire upper-body and gaze cues could 
be captured. We then used an Optoma® ML1500e ultra-slim 
portable LED projector to project a life-sized image with a native 
resolution of 1280 × 800 pixels.

For the avatar representation (see Figures  2C,D), we used 
Faceshift® with a Microsoft Xbox 360 Kinect™ to capture our 
actor’s facial performances and represent this on a Rocketbox® 
avatar. We set the Microsoft Kinect right above the video camera 
to simultaneously record the actor. The Microsoft Kinect captures 
a 640 × 480 2D color image and a 3D depth map at 30 Hz. Faceshift 
analyzes the facial movements of an actor and describes them 
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as a mixture of basic expressions, plus head orientations, and 
eye gaze. This description is used to animate virtual characters. 
With the embedded plug-in of Faceshift in Maya®, we recorded 
the facial animations. We then used keyframe animations to 
animate the entire upper-body of the avatar. The clips of video 
of the avatar were projected in the same way, as the video clips 
discussed above.

For the robot representation (see Figures  2E,F), we used 
a commercial off-the-shelf robotic humanoid called the 
Robothespian™ from Engineered Arts. We used the Virtual 
Robothespian software to create the animation. Animations for 
the robot were created by importing the keyframes for the avatar 
animations. The Virtual Robothespian software then exports a 
sequence of control messages for the real robot that makes a 
physical animation as close as possible to the virtual avatar ani-
mation, given the joint structure and dynamics of the robot. The 
robot’s abilities include head movement, arm movements, finger 
flex (all four fingers together), lips movement, and eye graphics.

All media representations used the same audio tracks, which 
ranged from 1 to 8  s long. Since gender can influence trust in 
computer recommendation systems (Nass et  al., 1997), we 
ensured that the advisors are female for all media representa-
tions (e.g., the same female audio tracks, female names). The 
sizes of the representations of the actor were made consistent 
in each media, by making sure that the video and avatar clips 
were projected at the same size, and at the same eye level, as the 
robot. The colors (e.g., blue clothing, plain background) used in 
each of the representations were made consistent as well. Image 

quality (e.g., resolution) was the same in both avatar and video 
representations.

5.2.4. Setup
The participant stood in front of a table about 2.5 m from the 
screen (see Figure 3). We ensured that the participants viewing 
distances to the two media representations were the same. We 
also ensured that the vertical alignment of the eye level of the 
participant and the eye level of the advisor were the same across 
the different media representations.

5.2.5. Incentives and Risk
The number of chocolates that participants received was linked to 
the number of correctly answered questions. For the 30 assessed 
questions, the number of chocolates varied between one and 
six. A final high-stakes question was worth an additional three 
chocolates.

5.3. Design
The study had 6 between-subject conditions. In each condition, 
two advisors, one of which gave expert advice, whereas the 
other gave non-expert advice, were presented using two of the 
three possible media representations (robot, avatar, and video). 
Figure 1 shows our six experimental conditions, including robot 
vs. avatar (robot is expert), robot vs. avatar (avatar is expert), 
robot vs. video (robot is expert), robot vs. video (video is expert), 
avatar vs. video (avatar is expert), and avatar vs. video (video is 
expert) conditions.
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no. statement

1 I trusted adviser’s advice

2 I was well informed by adviser

3 Adviser gave good advice

4 Adviser was certain about the answer

5 I liked working with adviser

6 I relied mostly on adviser’s advice
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The order of the questions and answer options (A–D) was 
randomized; the position (left, right) of media representations 
and names (Katy, Emma) of the advisors were counterbalanced.

5.4. Procedure
To moderate the effect introduced by evaluating a novel media 
representation, we asked each participant to complete a practice 
round prior to starting the assessed part of the experiment. For 
these, both advisors gave identical and correct advice. Then, 
participants answered 30 assessed questions, followed by a final 
high-stakes question. For each question, participants could ask 
for advice from one of the two advisers without knowing the 
adviser’s expertise. Next, they were presented with the postex-
perimental questionnaire and the open question, eliciting their 
subjective assessment of the advisors. Finally, the participants 
were compensated with chocolates based on their performance. 
The experiment took about 20 min.

5.5. scoring
5.5.1. Task Performance Measure
We defined the advice-seeking rate to be the proportion of advice 
sought from an advisor out of the total number of times advice 
was sought by a participant. We did not include the no query 
situations, and only focus on the difference between the two 
advisers. This is because the focus of the experiment is on the 
variance of this difference due to the six experimental conditions. 
Also, presenting the data in this way simplifies the data analysis. 
As each participant had two advisers, but could only choose 
one of them to ask for advice on each question, the following 
relationships hold: expert advice-seeking rate = 1 − non-expert 
advice-seeking rate; one media representation’s advice-seeking 
rate = 1 − the other media representations.

5.5.2. Postquestionnaire
Participants presented with a postexperimental questionnaire 
with 6 items measuring trustworthiness (see Table  2) eliciting 
their subjective assessment of the two advisers. Agreement with 
the statements was elicited on 7-point Likert scales with the 
anchors 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree).

5.5.3. Open Question
Upon completion of the experiment, we interviewed each par-
ticipant with an open question: “please describe how you decided 
which adviser to rely on.” The purpose of this open question was 
to understand participants’ general impressions of the advisers, 
any specific incidents in the experiment that stood out (e.g., the 

decision-making processes for the final high-stakes question), 
and any strategies that they used etc.

6. resUlTs

6.1. Behavioral Measurements
6.1.1. Advice-Seeking Rate over Time
For 30 assessed questions, Participants sought advice on 27.42 
out of 30 questions (91.39%), on average. Six participants (25%) 
sought advice for every question.

We analyzed how participants’ advice-seeking behavior 
changed over time. Figure 4 presents the mean advice-seeking 
rate of every five questions in chronological order. The participant 
should choose randomly between the two at the start, if the media 
representations were equally attractive. Then, the choice to seek 
advice from a specific adviser could be expected to depend upon 
the information (e.g., interpersonal cues) accumulated from 
previous pieces of advice. Figure 4 shows that participants would 
increasingly seek advice from the expert as they gained experi-
ence with the advisers.

We can interpret the high solid blue line as indicating that in 
the robot vs. avatar condition, either the participants were better 
at spotting the expert and thus preferentially sought its advice or 
that they generally preferred the robot to the avatar and thus were 
biased toward seeking advice from the robot. Conversely,  the 
solid red line can be interpreted as indicating that despite the 
avatar being the expert, it is not questioned consistently until 
the final five questions. Thus, either the participants have trouble 
perceiving that the avatar was the expert or they are biased against 
the avatar toward the video. Given that the verbal and gestural 
content is very similar between the different media conditions, 
both interpretations are interesting.

A 6 experimental conditions × 6 time (batches of 5 questions, 
see Figure  4) mixed design ANOVA was conducted on the 
mean expert advice-seeking rate of every five questions, with 
experimental conditions as between-subjects factors and time 
as a within-subjects factor. There were no outliers in the data, as 
assessed by inspection of a boxplot for values >1.5 box lengths from 
the edge of the box. The expert advice-seeking rate was normally 
distributed for all experimental conditions at all time points, as 
assessed by Shapiro–Wilk’s test, p > 0.05. There was homogene-
ity of variances, as assessed by Levene’s test of homogeneity of 
variance, p > 0.05. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of 
sphericity had not been violated, χ(14) = 11.383, p > 0.05.

The result revealed that there was no statistically significant 
interaction between the experimental conditions and time, 
F(25,90) = 0.326, p = 0.999. Therefore, we only need to concen-
trate on the main effects and main effects’ post hoc tests.

The main effect of the experimental conditions showed that 
there was a statistically significant difference in the mean advice-
seeking rate of every five questions between these conditions, 
F(5,18) = 7.279, p = 0.001. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey 
HSD test revealed that the mean expert advice-seeking rate for 
robot vs. avatar (robot is expert) condition was significantly higher 
than robot vs. avatar (avatar is expert) condition, p = 0.025. This 
supports hypothesis 1. The mean expert advice-seeking rate for 
the avatar vs. video (video is expert) condition was significantly 
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higher than the avatar vs. video (avatar is expert) condition, 
p  =  0.005. This supports hypothesis 3. However, there was no 
statistically significant difference in mean expert advice-seeking 
rate between the robot vs. video (robot is expert) condition and 
the robot vs. video (video is expert) condition, p = 0.983. This 
violates hypothesis 2.

The main effect of time showed a statistically significant differ-
ence at the different time points, F(5,90) = 5.45, p < 0.001.

6.1.2. Average Advice-Seeking Rate
Figure 5 shows the mean expert advice-seeking rate and the mean 
non-expert advice-seeking rate for the six experimental condi-
tions. The overall expert advice-seeking rate (M  =  0.615, 95% 
CI [0.575, 0.655]), was approximately 20% higher than the overall 
non-expert advice-seeking rate. Figure 5 also shows biases in the 
robot vs. avatar setup (left two blue bars) and the avatar vs. video 
setup (right two blue bars), but not in the robot vs. video setup 
(middle two blue bars), indicating that expert advice-seeking rate 
was different in that condition.

We investigated the non-expert advice-seeking rate for the 
six experimental conditions (unshaded red bar in Figure  5).  
A non-expert advice-seeking rate <0.5 would provide evidence 
for users’ ability to discriminate between expert and non-expert 
advisers, whereas a value >0.5 would be a sign of bias outweigh-
ing discrimination. Based on a one-sample t-test, the non-expert 
advice-seeking rate conditions were significantly below 0.5 for 
the following conditions: robot vs. avatar (robot is expert), robot 
vs. video (robot is expert), robot vs. video (video is expert), 
and avatar vs. video (video is expert), with t(3)  =  −12.187, 
p = 0.001; t(3) = −3.612, p = 0.036; t(3) = −3.465, p = 0.041; 
and t(3) = −6.527, p =  0.007, respectively. However, no such 

effect is presented for robot vs. avatar (avatar is expert) and 
avatar vs. video (avatar is expert) conditions with t(3) = −0.900, 
p > 0.05 and t(3) = 0.379, p > 0.05, respectively. Participants 
took longer and found it more difficult (see Figure 4) to identify 
the avatar as the expert. This indicated a bias in users’ ability to 
discriminate.

6.1.3. Final High-Stakes Question
We then explored advice-seeking behavior for the final high-stakes 
question. This question was worth an additional three chocolates, 
thus it has a subjectively important and risky outcome. As previ-
ously discussed, the longer participants spend with advisors, the 
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more likely they are to have figured out who knows more answers. 
In the avatar vs. video (avatar is expert) condition, the expert 
advice-seeking rate had already reached nearly 60% by the final 
five questions (see Figure 4); however, for the final high-stakes 
question, the preference for seeking video advice almost matched 
the preference for avatar advice (see Figure 6).

6.2. Participants’ self-reports
We investigated participants’ subjective assessment of the two 
advisers (see Table  2). We calculated Cronbach’s α as the reli-
ability test. The questionnaire measured the trustworthiness of 
the expert adviser (6 items, α = 0.871), and the trustworthiness 
of the non-expert adviser (6 items, α = 0.879).

We then compared self-reported trust measures by 
experimental conditions. The means are presented in Figure 7.  
A 6 experimental conditions × 2 expertise mixed design ANOVA 
was conducted on the participants’ self-reported score, with 
experimental conditions as between-subjects factors and exper-
tise as a within-subjects factor. First, the main effect of expertise 
has two levels; therefore, the assumption of sphericity is not an 
issue. Results revealed that the mean score of the expert adviser 
was significantly higher than that of the non-expert adviser, 
F(1,18) = 68.751, p < 0.001. This result matches the results of the 
behavioral measurements that the participant generally would 
seek more advice from the expert adviser than the non-expert 
adviser. Second, the main effect of experimental conditions 
was not significant, F(5,18)  =  1.414, p  >  0.05. However, the 
experimental conditions × expertise interaction was significant, 
F(5,18) = 4.48, p = 0.008. This indicated that participants’ self-
reported score due to experimental conditions were presented 
differently for expert and non-expert advisers. Since our results 
have a statistically significant interaction, reporting the main 
effects can be misleading, so we further explored the difference 
between experimental conditions at each level of expertise. Based 
on a paired samples t-test, the participants’ self-reported trust 
score for the non-expert adviser were significantly lower than 
the expert adviser in robot vs. avatar (robot is expert), robot vs. 

video (robot is expert), robot vs. video (video is expert), and 
avatar vs. video (video is expert) conditions, with t(3) = −4.656, 
p = 0.019; t(3) = −5.101, p = 0.015; t(3) = −5.355, p = 0.013; 
and t(3) = −4.073, p = 0.027, respectively. However, there were 
no significant differences between expert adviser and non-expert 
adviser in robot vs. avatar (avatar is expert) and avatar vs. video 
(avatar is expert) conditions with t(3) = −2.504, p >  0.05 and 
t(3)  =  −0.219, p  >  0.05, respectively. This result also matched 
the findings for participant’s advice-seeking behavior shown in 
Figure 5.

7. DiscUssiOn

We compared the advice-seeking rate for six experimental 
conditions. We found that participants mostly chose expert 
advice for all conditions. This indicates that participants were 
able to discriminate between experts and non-experts, and 
accordingly, distributed more trust to the expert. However, 
there was also evidence that media representation can inter-
fere with participants’ ability to discriminate effectively, as 
discussed below. Note that there are relatively few subjects in 
the experiment, so verbal reports should be taken as indicative 
of issues to explore.

7.1. Video
For the avatar vs. video setup, when the non-expert was repre-
sented via video, in many cases users’ preference for receiving 
video advice led them to disregard better advice from the 
avatar. This preference for video is particularly problematic, 
as it interfered with their ability to detect expertise. It might 
be because only video can present physical appearance and 
real dynamic visual interpersonal cues. In the words of one 
participant:

Katy (non-expert video) revealed her identity, so I trust 
her more.
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Another interesting response was the following:

From the tone of voice, Emma (expert avatar) seems 
always certain about the answer, but Katy (non-expert 
video) seems to tell what she knows. But for the high 
stake question, I could look at Katy’s more detailed 
facial expressions while she answered. I guessed I could 
tell whether she is certain or not. So I chose Katy. If 
she is certain, I would follow her advice; if she is not, 
I would decide myself.

This indicated this participant believed that video would give 
them the more detailed insight into expertise, and thus explained 
participants’ advice-seeking behavior for the final high-stakes 
question. It is also supported by previous research (Horn et al., 
2002; Riegelsberger et  al., 2006) that participants would over-
estimate their own ability in detecting lies or untrustworthy 
actors over video.

In this experiment, we placed the camera to directly look at the 
actors’ eyes while recording these video clips. However, we noted 
that spatial distortions and consequent loss of gaze reciprocity 
would apply when using standard videoconferencing systems. 
According to the previous research (Nguyen, 2007), this would 
reduce levels of trust. Therefore, for social interactions, the impact 
of spatial distortions should be considered before choosing video 
teleconferencing.

7.2. avatar
For both robot vs. avatar and avatar vs. video setups, the avatar 
adviser generated a negative bias. The subjective assessments also 
corroborate the notion of a negative bias resulting from the avatar. 
One participant directly commented:

Emma (avatar expert) didn’t seem real. I don’t trust her.

Our findings indicate that due to masked identity and 
synthetic visual cues, avatars might not support trust building. 
However, these findings cannot necessarily be generalized to 
other avatar representations or contexts of use. The avatar used 
in our experiment was created with simple off-the-shelf tools and 
presented on a 2D screen. If the avatar had been in a 3D virtual 
environment (e.g., through a head mounted display) with more 
spatial information, the avatar advisor might have appeared to be 
more trustworthy. Also, many studies (Garau et al., 2001) have 
demonstrated strong differences in reactions to animated char-
acters due to relatively small differences in behavior, appearance, 
or context of use.

7.3. robot
For avatar vs. robot setup, participants had a tendency for seek-
ing robot advice that interfered with participants’ preference for 
expert advice. This media bias could be caused by many factors. 
First, the robot resembles the avatar in transmitting user’s body 
motions without disclosing the user’s appearance, but differs 
in reflecting these movements onto a physical embodiment, 
instead of a computer graphics animation. Many previous studies 
(Bainbridge et  al., 2011; Rae et  al., 2013) showed that physical 

embodiment would increase the amount of trust built between 
partners. Second, compared with distributed teams or remote 
partners, colocated teams have less trouble developing trust, 
coordinating work, resolving conflict, and engendering high 
motivation (Hinds and Bailey, 2003). Third, it was also reported 
that social telepresence was enhanced when the remote person’s 
movement was augmented by a display’s physical movement 
(Adalgeirsson and Breazeal, 2010; Nakanishi et al., 2011; Sirkin, 
2012). Finally, in robot-mediated communication, the depth from 
motion parallax could increase the visibility of body motions. The 
lack of the depth information might have made it hard for users 
to see facial movements of the avatar. Our postexperimental open 
question further supports our findings:

I feel Emma (robot non-expert) close to me. Hence, I 
chose Emma more times.

Emma (robot expert) is confident, expressive and 
influential. I feel she is reliable.

Participants’ answers also show that there were other factors 
influencing their decision-making:

Robot must be intelligent. So I tend to ask Emma (robot 
expert) more.

However, for the robot vs. video setup, no such bias was 
found. In this case, enhanced trust in the physical embodiment 
may have offset decreased trust due to the hiding of the partner’s 
identity. This may imply the possibility to increase the level of 
trust by using a robot that has a realistic appearance. In order 
to do this, we could use a robot system, such as Geminoid HI-1, 
Animatronic Shader Lamps Avatars (SLA) (Lincoln et al., 2011), 
or a screen-based telepresence robot. However, the uncanny val-
ley hypothesis (Mori et  al., 2012) suggests that care should be 
taken to avoid negative reactions.

Furthermore, two participants reported that the robot was 
distracting because of rigid and frozen postures. Additionally, 
in financial terms, robots are more expensive than videos and 
avatars. Nevertheless, we did observe a benefit of the physical 
presence of the robot.

7.4. Other Points
We acknowledge that there were other factors that might influ-
ence participants decision-making. For example, if participants 
knew the answer to the question and either of the advisers also 
told them the matched answer, the participants might tend to ask 
this advisor more. To moderate this effect, the questions we used 
were extremely difficult and thus relied on the participants’ ability 
to identify the expert advisor through the interpersonal cues.

We used chocolates as incentives and all the participants 
took the chocolates at the end of the experiments. However, we 
acknowledge that if participants are on a diet, or not fond of 
chocolates, they might have been less motivated than someone 
else who liked chocolates or was hungry. In related economic 
games [e.g., Bos et  al. (2002) and Nguyen (2007)], researchers 
found significant effects based on the relative wealth or poverty 
of the players, where poorer players were more willing to accept 
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unfair amounts of money because they needed the money more 
than wealthier players. Although none of our participants has 
reported these effects in this experiment, motivation and com-
pensation should be taken into consideration when designing 
future studies.

cOnclUsiOn

In this study, we compared how the features of video, avatar, 
and robot representations influence trust formation in remote 
communication. Unlike previous work we attempted to fairly 
compare all three technologies. We analyzed participants’ 
advice-seeking behavior in a situation of limited advice and 
risk as an indicator of trust. We found that participants mainly 
sought advice from the expert advisor. However, bias occurred 
when advice was preferred due to its media representation. 
Participants were less likely to choose advice from the avatar, 
irrespective of whether or on the avatar was expert. Users’ self-
reports are in agreement with behavioral findings. The avatar 
was rated lowest in trust assessment, whereas the robot and 
video were rated similarly.

Users, including system developers, might have strong prefer-
ences for video, avatar, and robot, based on esthetic or technical 
characteristics. However, we believe that it is important to explore 

how such systems can be compared in order to determine which 
may be more appropriate. For example, there is a temptation to 
reduce cost and maintenance by using avatar- or video-mediated 
communication systems. However, our findings suggest that 
designers and investigators should consider that the physical 
presence of robots appears to positively influence trust and thus 
might positively affect other aspects of social interaction.

This study mainly looked at cues for expertise in the context of 
a general-knowledge quiz. Future studies could usefully employ a 
similar paradigm to research media effects for cues of motivation 
(e.g., wilful deception) in different trust-requiring situations.
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